Airbus A380-800
Main deck

Premium Economy Class - S
65 seats
- Bassinet (Front row)
- Premium Economy Class Seat
- Extra Legroom Seat

Economy Class - Y
333 seats
- Bassinet (Front row)
- Premium Economy Class Seat
- Extra Legroom Seat

1. The number of Bassinet Seats may vary on flights. Refer to the actual seat map during booking for the most up-to-date information.

2. The number of Bassinet Seats may vary on flights. Refer to the actual seat map during booking for the most up-to-date information.

3. Premium Economy Class seats feature bassinet for passengers with reduced mobility.

4. All Economy Class aisle seats have movable armrests for passengers with reduced mobility.

5. For all Economy Class seats, refer to the actual seat map during booking for the most up-to-date information.

This seat plan is not to scale.
**Airbus A380-800**

**Upper deck**

### Suites - R
- **6 suites**
  - **Suite**
  - Suite that can be turned into a Double Suite
  - To enjoy this feature, you must book adjoining Suites, i.e., Suites 1A & 2A or 1F & 2F
  - Bassinet

### Business Class - J
- **78 seats**
  - **Business Class Seat**
  - Business Class seat with a centre divider
  - Centre dividers are fully adjustable (fully up, halfway and fully down) for privacy
  - Business Class seat that can be turned into a double bed
  - To enjoy this feature, you must book adjoining Business Class seats, e.g., seats 11D & 11F
  - Bassinet

---
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